Motadata is a unified IT Network Monitoring, Log & Flow Monitoring and ITSM Platform, offering operational insights into your IT infrastructure and its performance. It is designed to identify & resolve complex problems faster that ensures 100% uptime of all business critical components by offering complete visibility into the health and KPIs of various IT services. It helps in reducing CAPEX, offers Agility to resolve issues faster, is compatible in a hybrid ecosystem, and offers ease of integration with existing and future platforms.

360° Visibility of IT Infrastructure

Network Monitoring with Motadata Infrastructure Intelligence Platform (IIP)
- Firewall
- Router
- Switch
- Generic SNMP device

Database Monitoring
- Oracle
- PostgreSQL
- MSSQL
- IBM DB2
- MySQL
- Sybase
- SAP Hana

Virtualization Monitoring
- VMware
- Citrix Xen
- Microsoft Hyper-v

URL Monitoring
- HTTP
- HTTPS

Cloud Monitoring
- AWS
- Google App Engine
- Microsoft Azure

Server Monitoring
- Windows
- HPUX
- Linux
- IBM AIX
- Redhat

Email Monitoring
- SMTP
- Exchange
- Symantec Gateway

Application Server Monitoring
- JBOSS
- Weblogic
- GlassFish

Web Server Monitoring
- Microsoft
- Sun Web
- IIS
- Apache
- Nginx
- HTTP
- LIGHTTPD

Middleware Monitoring
- DNS
- LDAP
- ActiveMQ

Platform Monitoring
- Java
- .Net

Services
- Ping
- FTP
- NTP
- Domain
- Port
- Radius
- SSL Certificate

Log (SiEM)
- Network Log
- Custom Log
- Server Log
- Any Text
- App Log

Network Flow
- NetFlow v5
- sFlow
- NetFlow v9
- jFlow
- IPFIX

ITSM
- Incident
- Problem
- Change
- Asset
- Patch
- Service Catalogue
Motadata’s Infrastructure Intelligence Platform (IIP) proactively monitors & optimizes all network devices, servers & applications across IT infrastructure to manage network for fault and performance for maximum uptime. The platform collects, discovers & indexes data from multiple sources including databases, webservers, containers, virtualizations, URL, cloud services, middleware etc. The platform enables its users to search, visualize & analyse the data with the help of customizable dashboards & widgets to extract powerful operational intelligence. Motadata uses unique data model to cut through data flood and quickly detect what matters most.

**Key Platform Highlights**
- Correlate all the IT data over a single platform
- Seamless Integration
- Scalability with Speed
- Future Ready Solution
- Get the Birds Eye View
- Network Configuration Management (NCM)

**Data Analytics Platform (DAP)**

Analyse machine data to identify trends and unleash meaningful insights with log & flow management capabilities. Derive undiscovered insights from the vast untouched data with Elastic search precision from our log management & big data analytics platform. Motadata lets users search, monitor, alert and generate reports for all log and flow data in real time. It proactively fights threats with event correlation analytics. The platform processes all kind of log data generated from multiple heterogeneous sources. Know how your network is being utilized by bandwidth monitoring and NetFlow traffic analyser.

**Key Platform Highlights**
- Collect and analyse data from any source any format
- Quick & Accurate Search
- Implement Continuous Compliance
- Snap out of Security Breaches
- Understand Bandwidth Utilization
- Quickly find the needle in the haystack
IT Service Management Platform (ITSM)

The ITIL Compliant ITSM platform offers a modern interface, built-in templates and guides, instant universal search and meaningful insights that help your IT teams to work effectively and streamline IT service delivery. The Platform drastically reduces the number of incoming tickets, helps in creating a centralized knowledge base, eases the complexity of managing multiple assets, complies to audit requirements and improves performance of IT Service Desk.

Key Platform Highlights

- Workflow Automation
- Greater ROI & Boost Productivity
- Seamless Integration
- Auto asset discovery
- Eliminate System Vulnerabilities
- Mobile App - Android and IOS

Key Differentiators

1+ Billion
Events analyzed in less than 10 sec on single server

100k
EPS in commodity 4-core server

85%
Compression on raw Extracted data

NO
No external proprietary Database Common Data Store for KPI / Log / Net Flow

NO
No time limits on actual Data retention

Lowest
TCO in the industry No proprietary OS or DB required

Comply
with regulatory guidelines – PCI DSS, FISMA, HIPPA

Integration
Plugin driven architecture

Scalable
Vertical & Horizontal Scalability with RPE
Mindarray Systems Pvt. Ltd., a global IT product company, offers state-of-the-art affordable yet powerful product suite - Motadata consisting of Network Management & Monitoring, Log & Flow Management, IT Service Management and Unified NMS Platforms. The platform empowers both IT administrators and CXOs to analyze, track & resolve IT operational issues by effectively monitoring various systems and devices from multiple vendors through a unified and centralized dashboard.
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